We analyze solar quiescent prominence bubble characteristics and instability dynamics using Hinode/Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) data. We measure bubble expansion rate, prominence downflows, and the profile of the boundary layer brightness and thickness as a function of time. The largest bubble analyzed rises into the prominence with a speed of about 1.3 km s −1 until it is destabilized by a localized shear flow on the boundary. Boundary layer thickness grows gradually as prominence downflows deposit plasma onto the bubble with characteristic speeds of 20 − 35 km s −1 . Lateral downflows initiate from the thickened boundary layer with characteristic speeds of 25 − 50 km s −1 , "draining" the layer of plasma. Strong shear flow across one bubble boundary leads to an apparent coupled Kelvin-Helmholtz Rayleigh-Taylor (KH-RT) instability. We measure shear flow speeds above the bubble of 10 km s −1 and infer interior bubble flow speeds on the order of 100 km s −1 . Comparing the measured growth rate of the instability to analytic expressions, we infer a magnetic flux density across the bubble boundary of ∼ 10 −3 T (10 gauss) at an angle of ∼ 70
Introduction
The previous paper in this series , hereafter Paper I) analyzed the kinematics of turbulent upflow plumes observed in quiescent prominences by the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT; Tsuneta et al. 2008; Suematsu et al. 2008 ) instrument on the Japanese/US/UK Hinode (Kosugi et al. 2007 ) satellite. As hypothesized in Paper I and by Ryutova et al. (2010) , the upflow plumes, first identified in Berger et al. (2008) , are generated by the magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) taking place at the boundary between the prominence and dark "bubbles" that rise into it. Leonardis et al. (2012) and Hillier et al. (2017) establish that small-scale velocity fluctuations in quiescent prominences are consistent with turbulent in situ flows on the scale of the observed upflow plumes, implying that the RTI drives small-scale mixing in these structures. Freed et al. (2016) use Fourier local correlation tracking (FLCT, Fisher and Welsch 2008) to analyze quiescent prominence flows, including plumes, and establish power spectral densities for kinetic energy and vorticity.
Numerical simulations have largely supported the RTI hypothesis for quiescent prominence plume formation. Hillier first simulated upflow plume formation using a model based on the analytical Kippenhahn-Schlüter model with an embedded low-density region (Hillier et al. , 2012a and found that plumes closely resembling those described in Paper I were created by a magnetic RTI triggered by imposed sinusoidal perturbations to the density inversion boundary. Hillier's simulations established that plume characteristics such as spatial and temporal scales and orientation are a function of gravity, the density inversion (quantified by the Atwood number A = (ρ + − ρ − )/(ρ + + ρ − ) where ρ + > ρ− are the prominence and bubble densities, respectively), and the magnetic field strength and direction relative to the prominence/bubble boundary, consistent with analytical and numerical studies of magnetic RTI onset (e.g., Chandrasekhar 1961; Stone and Gardiner 2007a,b) . Keppens et al. (2015) develop a 3D numerical simulation that includes the prominence-corona transition region (PCTR; Parenti et al. 2012 ) and follows the resulting RTI into the fully non-linear regime to show that upflow plumes help maintain the prominence against gravitational drainage, as noted in the observations of Paper I. Khomenko et al. (2014) further investigate partial ion-ization effects in a homogeneous magnetic field to demonstrate a wider variety of plume and downflow dynamics, some of which replicate the "droplet" downflow formations analyzed in Haerendel and Berger (2011) .
In recent studies, Ruderman et al. (2014) explore the effect of magnetic field shear on the RTI to show that it can modify the growth rate significantly but does not fully suppress the instability; Terradas et al. (2015) investigate the effects of the plasma β (the ratio of thermodynamic and magnetic pressures) and magnetic field line tying on the instability in a quiescent prominence/sheared arcade model; and Levens et al. (2016) present vector magnetic field measurements of a prominence bubble boundary. Schmieder et al. (2014) review open questions in contemporary prominence research, Hillier (2017) provides a review of the RTI in solar prominences, Labrosse et al. (2010) and Mackay et al. (2010) provide recent reviews of prominence physics and modeling, and Vial and Engvold (2015) present an extensive monograph on current prominence science. Low (2007 private communication) first suggested to the authors that prominence bubbles may be the manifestation of magnetic flux systems that emerge fortuitously beneath or just adjacent to prominences, e.g., as reported in Chae et al. (2001) . In support of the emerging flux concept, Dudík et al. (2012) and Gunár et al. (2014) show that the insertion of "parasitic magnetic bipoles" below linear force-free flux rope models of prominences (e.g., Aulanier and Demoulin 1998) result in "arcade" structures that resemble the observed prominence bubbles. Low further proposed that hot plasma, magnetic flux, and magnetic helicity can be transported upward by flows and instabilities from the emerging flux domain into the overlying coronal magnetic flux ropes, thus driving the flux ropes closer to instability and eventual eruption (Low 2001) . Xia and Keppens (2016) model the quiescent prominence formation process numerically to confirm that hot plasma is transported upward from the chromosphere by dynamic flows, while radiatively cooled plasma returns to the chromosphere in the form of the ubiquitous vertical filamentary downflows (Engvold 1981; Berger et al. 2008) . Analysis of plasma motions in the "coronal cavities" associated with magnetic flux ropes (Fuller and Gibson 2009; Schmit and Gibson 2011; Dove et al. 2011; Li et al. 2012; Bak-Steślicka et al. 2013; Panesar et al. 2013 ) and in the prominences themselves (Okamoto et al. 2009 (Okamoto et al. , 2016 support the proposition that flows from the lower atmosphere transport plasma and magnetic flux into system. If confirmed, small-scale emerging flux regions could represent a source term in the so-called "chromosphere-corona mass cycle" (Marsch et al. 2008; Berger et al. 2011; McIntosh et al. 2012) in which hot plasma is transported upward into the corona while radiatively cooled plasma is channelled by magnetic fields to form visible cool plasma return flows in prominences (e.g., Low et al. 2012a,b; Berger et al. 2012; Xia and Keppens 2016) or coronal rain (Antolin and Rouppe van der Voort 2012) . In this context, prominence bubbles may be viewed as a mechanism that enables direct observation of upward transport flows in the coronal flux rope/prominence system. While there is general agreement that prominence bubbles are caused by emerging flux beneath pre-existing quiescent prominences, there is controversy surrounding the generating mechanism of the observed upflow plumes. Dudík et al. (2012) and Gunár et al. (2014) assert that magnetic reconnection along the "separator line" tracing the bubble boundary drives the observed plume flows, while the work of Berger, Hillier, Keppens, Xia, and others demonstrate that the plumes are consistent with a magnetic RTI mechanism driven by the observed density inversion. In addition, while Berger et al. (2011) use differential emission measure (DEM) analysis to infer that the interior region of a prominence bubble contains plasma hotter than the surrounding chromosphere and corona in support of the "magnetothermal convection" hypothesis of Low, Dudík et al. (2012) find that in at least one case, a prominence bubble shows no enhancement in temperature over the background corona. Ground-based Hα observations of prominence bubbles have sometimes shown bright core regions (de Toma et al. 2008) or "flare-like" features Shen et al. (2015) in bubbles which imply an internal heat source, but these observations are rare. In any case, distinguishing between these "hot bubble" and "empty arcade" hypotheses on the basis of limb prominence observations alone is difficult due to the long line-of-sight through any foreground or background coronal plasma. But differentiating between magnetic reconnection and RTI mechanisms in generating the upflow plumes can be addressed through examination of the bubble boundary layer region from which the plumes originate.
To that end, in this paper we analyze two typical prominence bubbles and focus on bubble growth rates, bubble boundary layer characteristics, and the influence of shear flows on bubble stability. We show that shear flows on the bubble boundary can apparently lead to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) flows that modify the upflow plume dynamics. We assume that the subsequent upflow plumes are driven by the RTI and use analytical studies of the coupled KH-RT instability to infer prominence and bubble magnetic field characteristics that are consistent with vector magnetic field measurements of other quiescent prominences. Coupling between the KH and RT instabilities has been studied theoretically (Guzdar et al. 1982; Zhang et al. 2005; Olson et al. 2011; Ye et al. 2011 ) but has not, to our knowledge, been observed in a real astrophysical system. We analyze the growth rate and boundary dynamics of a large prominence bubble boundary in Section 2. In Sec. 3 we analyze the clearest case of sustained shear flow along a bubble boundary in the SOT database to determine the flow and instability parameters. Sec. 4 derives implications for the prominence magnetic field under the assumption that we are observing a coupled KH-RT instability. Finally, we summarize our findings and conclusions in Sec. 5. Details of instrument characteristics and data preparation for SOT prominence studies can be found in previous publications (e.g., Paper I and Chae et al. 2008 ).
Prominence Bubble Expansion and Boundary Layer Characteristics
The following analysis focuses on the largest prominence bubble event in the SOT database: the 16-August-2007 bubble event that was observed continuously in the Ca II H-line bandpass for over six hours with a mean cadence of 25 s (see online Movie 1). We measure the bubble rise speed, characterize the bubble boundary layer, and assess the associated flows into, and from, the boundary region as the bubble expands into the prominence above. This particular prominence bubble was unusual in that it did not produce a series of smaller RT plumes as it evolved, but instead grew to the very large height of approximately 25 Mm above the photosphere. The bubble then appears to "pop" and release one large RT plume that travels completely through the prominence above, presumably into the overlying coronal magnetic flux rope and associated coronal cavity. However the size of the bubble and the typical appearance of its boundary layer make this event ideal for studying the details of boundary flows in these structures. shows plasma falling from the bubble boundary in large cascades that cause a decrease in the areas of bright emission pointed out in Panel B. This "falling plasma" is frequently observed in large prominence bubbles like this one, however we note that these flows are not correlated with the production of upflow plumes -i.e., they do not indicate the onset of the RTI. Frame 400 (18:51UT, Panel D) shows the bubble in its late stage of evolution with steepened sides on both the left and right side boundaries. At the location indicated in Panel D, the onset of a strong, nearly vertical, shear flow appears to rapidly destabilize the bubble boundary, leading to the formation of a single large upflow plume (characteristic of a high Atwood number instability) that essentially "explodes" the bubble around 19 UT. By Frame 500 (19:33 UT, Panel E) the bubble boundary has disintegrated and the region is in the process of being filled in by plasma from the prominence above. Finally, in Frame 700 (20:56 UT, Panel F) the bubble is shown reforming in essentially the same location but with a more distorted and flattened profile. The SOT time series ends before the reformed bubble reaches instability onset.
The 16-August-2007 prominence bubble illustrates many of the common traits seen in SOT quiescent prominence observations. Those traits are (a) the emergence of a semi-circular during the non-linear RTI phase. Curve 3 with a mean speed of −81 km s −1 is a fit to the discontinuous jump of the bubble boundary after the large-scale instability onset and therefore is not necessarily indicative of a mass flow -it more likely indicates where the boundary of the bubble can first be detected after the downflow plasma is no longer obscuring it. Just prior to instability onset, a large downflow of plasma demarcated by Curve 4 occurs at −20 km s −1 , approximately two times faster than the typical downflow speed measured in Berger et al. (2008) but comparable to speeds measured in Chae (2010) and Liu et al. (2012) , for example. The plot is generated along the vertical line in Fig. 2D and shows parabolic fits (y = a 0 + a 1 t + a 2 t 2 ) to boundary trajectories (Curves 1-3) and a fit to the large downflow initiating around 19:00 UT. The orange boundary curve is defined by the intersection of the vertical line in the smoothed curve, searching for characteristic oscillation frequencies in the time series. There are weak indications of possible peaks at 1.2 and 2.1 mHz, but in general the plot is consistent with random variation; we find no evidence for photospheric pressure-driven oscillations in the motion of this bubble boundary. Panel C shows a plot of area growth rate showing a parabolic fit to the first 10000 s of evolution. The bubble reaches a maximum sky-plane-projected area of 922.5±14 Mm 2 just prior to instability onset and collapse. Figure 2 shows an enlarged version of the bubble boundary space-time image. Panel A shows that plasma draining down from the prominence, for example the flow marked by Curve 1, is the primary source of the increased boundary brightness. The 2nd-order leastsquares fit to the downflow marked by Curve 1 indicates an acceleration of approximately 60 m s −2 (22% of solar gravitational acceleration) to a final speed of about 35 km s −1 just before it terminates in the bubble boundary. Such downflows appear to be the main source of bubble boundary buildup over time. But the buildup does not continue indefinitely. In this case, approximately 4000 s from the start of the time series (near 17:35 UT) the boundary suddenly decreases in brightness, apparently due to the generation of at least two large downflow streams highlighted as Curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 2 . Second order polynomial fits to Curves 2 and 3 show that these "drainage downflows" accelerate at approximately 10 m s −2 to achieve sky-plane speeds of 26 km s −1 and 48 km s −1 , respectively. The low acceleration values are likely due to significant out-of-sky-plane velocity components that are not captured in these curve fits.
Finally, Curve 4 in Fig. 2 traces an upflow that appears to commence from the boundary at about 17:10 UT. The 2nd-order fit to this trajectory indicates a final speed of approximately 11.6 km s −1 . Although the speed of this upflow is similar to that of RT plumes measured in other prominences (e.g., Berger et al. 2010) , the origin of these upflows appears to be plasma that is being pushed upwards along the bubble to intersect the time-slice plane. Similarly, the very steep apparent upflow curves seen around 1000 s in the time slice likely do not represent vertical plasma motions in the time-slice plane but are lateral flows along the bubble boundary. Similar lateral upflows in quiescent prominences are analyzed in . Figure 2B shows a stack plot of vertical slices through the boundary between the yellow curves in Panel A. The color map emphasizes the boundary brightness as a function of distance (y-axis) from the center of the boundary line at a given time (x-axis). The boundary brightness is relatively stable until about 2500 s in the time series, at which time it grows with some oscillatory behavior to a maximum level just prior to the drainage event. This growth is directly correlated with the deposition of plasma into the boundary layer by the downflows marked in Panel A. The plot establishes that boundary brightness is correlated with the thickness of the layer with the dimmer boundary values corresponding to thicknesses of approximately 0.25 Mm and the brightest values corresponding to thicknesses across the boundary of approximately 0.5 Mm. This is the behavior expected of an optically thin plasma in emission against a dark background. There is no evidence of impulsive brightening of the boundary that is not correlated with prominence plasma downflows. We see no evidence of sudden brightening and flow triggering that would be expected in cases of magnetic reconnection at the boundary.
We emphasize that the acceleration and velocity values presented here are measured in a vertical time-slice which is itself taken in a sky-plane projected image series -the magnitudes quoted do not necessarily apply to vertical motions aligned along the solar gravity vector. In fact, the large downflows that appear to drain the boundary at around 17:35 UT have distinctly "arched" trajectories (see Movie 1) that may indicate that the flows are sliding around the bubble rather than through it. Multiple viewpoints of a prominence bubble event would enable a more thorough analysis of plasma flows on the boundary, enabling a determination of the true directions of the observed flows relative to the prominence and bubble structures.
Following the collapse of the bubble around 19:30 UT there is a period where the boundary cannot be clearly defined in the images. It appears from the movie that the region under the prominence remains "magnetically influenced" even though the boundary region is ragged and poorly defined. However by about 21:00 UT another well-defined bubble builds back into the prominence from the same location as the previous bubble. The growth rate of the "recurring bubble" is shown in Fig. 2 as a space-time slice identical in construction to that in Fig. 2 . In the second bubble formation event the growth rate is significantly faster, with a boundary mean vertical rise speed of 5.3 km s −1 for at least 1800 s of growth. The rise speed then decreases to a mean of 3.3 km s −1 for the remainder of the observation period. The recurring bubble has approximately the same lateral extent as the first bubble shown in Fig. 2 , demonstrating that growth rates are not necessarily related to bubble size. Small downflows occur frequently at the beginning of the growth period of the second bubble and then stop after about 1000 s of evolution. Distinct prominence downflows (Curves 3 and 4 in the figure) with speeds of 8.2 and 10 km s −1 contribute to the boundary growth during this period. Fig. 2B verifies the accelerated growth rate of the bubble area compared to the first period, but the projected area plateaus at a value of about 620 Mm 2 . It is likely that this bubble continued to grow until it became unstable, but the observation period ends just after the plateau in growth rate.
Finally, we find no observable unusual activity in the chromosphere below the bubble region that correlates with the bubble rise or instability phases. For example, the spicules in line with the bubble outline in Movie 1 show no unusual enhancements in brightness or magnitude during the first or second rise phases or just prior to the instability onset around 19 UT.
Boundary Layer Shear Flow Characteristics
In the bubble event analyzed above, the collapse is apparently triggered by an instability due to increased shear flows on the right boundary of the bubble around 18:50 UT, as previously noted by Ryutova et al. (2010) . The onset of the instability in this case is rapid and localized, and as a result is difficult to analyze. In this section, we examine shear flows on a smaller bubble that went unstable over a longer period and was observed with 10 s temporal cadence, allowing more detailed analysis of the flow and instability characteristics. This particular bubble has also been used in past studies to illustrate prominence plume dynamics (e.g., Berger et al. 2010; Hillier et al. 2012a) . Here we concentrate on the short period of time surrounding the initial plume formation, approximately 4 minutes prior to instability onset. The generating prominence bubble is relatively small, achieving a maximum height before instability onset of only about 8 Mm above the photosphere and about 3 Mm above the tops of the chromospheric "spicules" that reach 5-6 Mm above the photospheric limb. Nevertheless, this event was observed with high temporal cadence and offers one of the best data series for studying the flow dynamics surrounding RTI onset in solar prominences.
The plasma flows near the upper boundary of the prominence bubble are measured using the NAVE optical flow tracking code on the full 10 s cadence data set with a grid spacing of 0.5 Mm. The resultant flow vectors are plotted in Fig. 3 as black arrows in a select region that follows the upper right boundary of the bubble. The highest velocity arrow in each frame is normalized to 1.75 Mm in length on the image using the IDL velovect.pro routine with a length parameter of 15 pixels. The mean velocity, V m , of all plotted velocity vectors is shown in each frame of the figure.
In Frame 690 (19:59:13 UT), the initial flowfield in the region of the bubble is downward and somewhat perpendicular to the bubble boundary, with a typical average prominence downflow speed of about 9 km s −1 . There is evidence of more horizontal flow at the right edge of the bubble, but at a significantly lower speed. However about 1.5 min later, in Frame 699 (20:00:42 UT), the flow just above the bubble boundary has rotated to be more aligned to the boundary. Simultaneously, the bubble boundary develops a regular perturbation, or "bumps," that are shown in detail in Fig. 3A .
The perturbations identified in Frame 699 propagate along the boundary while the plasma above the bubble begins to rotate and follow the boundary flow. By Frame 703 (20:01:22 UT) the flow has begun to acquire a significant upward component near the top of the bubble. In Frame 709 (20:02:24 UT), plume formation has initiated. The total time from initial boundary shear flow alignment and perturbation to plume onset is approximately 2 min. The white lines in the lower panels of Fig. 3 demarcate the top of the first major plume and show that it achieves a scale of about 2 Mm across in 96 s while rising with a speed of 21 km s −1 . In Frame 719 (20:04:04) there is evidence of plasma intrusion across the boundary from the right side as the bubble collapses and the flow becomes multi-directional in the region of the bubble. Figure 3A shows an enlargement of the bubble in Frame 699 of Fig. 3 with the boundary pixels defined manually using an interactive display tool. The blue section of the boundaries in Fig. 3 highlights the regular "bumps" mentioned above in order to analyze their growth over time. We interpret these bumps as an indication of KHI onset, caused by the strong shear flow along the boundary between the bubble and the overlying prominence. The unique feature of this instability however is that it is taking place on the boundary of a density inversion, presenting the possibility of a hybrid KH-RT instability. Figure 3B shows the boundary perturbations enlarged further and normalized by a least-squares linear fit. A least-squares curve fitting procedure is used to define the best fit sine curve in order to measure the amplitude and wavelength of the perturbations. The sine fit to Frame 699 gives a wavelength λ = 1.16 ± 0.05 Mm and a peak-to-peak amplitude a = 0.213 ± 0.05 Mm (213 km). Figures 3C and D The exponential growth rate of this mode can be approximated by
where the overbar indicates that this growth rate is an approximate value based on measurements. With h − h 0 = 0.280 ± 0.12 Mm and t − t 0 = 162 s we find γ OBS = 0.0052 ± 0.0015s −1 .
The perturbation structures on the bubble boundary are not static; they move along the Note that the zero-point of the y-axis is not the same as in Fig. 3 . Note that error levels in wavelength and amplitude measurements are generated from enlarged and interpolated images used to manually define the profiles and thus represent sub-pixel centroid accuracies.
boundary with a characteristic phase speed that is a function of the shear flow magnitude and the plasma and magnetic field conditions in the prominence and in the bubble. Using a series of enlarged images of the prominence bubble boundary and manually tracking four separate structures with an estimated error in position of four pixels, phase velocities of between 17.7 ± 0.2 and 26.0 ± 0.2 km s −1 were measured. The mean phase velocity for the perturbations is approximately 22 km s −1 .
Coupled Kelvin-Helmholtz -Rayleigh-Taylor Instability Analysis
In this section we assume that the perturbations measured above are the initial stages of a hybrid KH-RT instability and use analytical MHD formulations of this hybrid instability to infer velocity and magnetic field characteristics of the system. We note that lateral deflection of prominence downflows at bubble boundaries is a common feature of SOT and groundbased prominence bubble observations. Thus while not all bubble boundaries form welldefined shear flow structures such as those analyzed in Sec. 3, we believe that the stability of all prominence bubbles is likely influenced by shear flows to some extent. We can deduce properties of the magnetic field in the prominence bubble system by comparing measured and estimated quantities with analytic expressions derived from linear perturbations to the ideal MHD equations (e.g., Zhang et al. 2005) .
Specifically, the characteristics of the shear flow structures measured in Sec. 3 such as the phase velocity of the perturbations and the measured growth rate of the instability prior to the non-linear plume formation phase can be compared to analytical expressions for the hybrid MHD KH-RT instability. Analyzing perturbation waves on the boundary between two layers with a horizontal interface where the layers have different densities (the heavier being above the lighter) and velocities, combined with the assumption of incompressibility and a uniform horizontal magnetic field at an arbitrary direction to the flow, the frequency for a perturbation wave vector k with magnitude k = 2π/λ is given by (see Appendix for derivation):
where ρ ± are the prominence and bubble densities, respectively, α ± = ρ ± /(ρ + + ρ − ) is a dimensionless density ratio, V ± are the plasma flow vectors above and below the density inversion boundary, respectively, g is the acceleration of gravity, A is the Atwood number, B is the local magnetic field vector, µ 0 is the permeability of free space, and ∆V = V + − V − is the shear flow velocity vector along the boundary between the layers.
When substituted into the perturbation equation time dependency given by exp(−iωt), Re(ω) ≡ ω R results in an oscillatory solution that defines the phase velocity of the perturbations moving along the shear flow boundary; similarly, the negative term of Im(ω) results in an exponentially growing component that defines the linear phase of the KH and RT instability flows. Hereafter we use the common notation Im(ω) ≡ γ for the growth rate and compare it to γ OBS from Equation (1).
We note that the expression for γ assumes an equal magnetic flux density in the prominence and the bubble, and a negligibly thin boundary between the density regions. Also, if the term inside the square-root becomes negative due to, e.g., a strong enough magnetic field component along the perturbation wave vector, then Im(ω) = 0 and a pure surface wave solution is obtained.
Substituting the expression V − = V + − ∆V into ω R reveals an expression for the phase velocity that we can solve for ∆V :
where v p is the phase velocity. This gives an equation for the velocity shear in terms of the measured phase velocity, the observed wave vector, and the density ratio α − :
Examining the expression for the instability growth rate given by Im(ω) ≡ γ in Eqn. 2, we see that the first two terms are the standard magnetic RTI terms (e.g., Chandrasekhar 1961) and the third term describes the influence on the growth rate of the shear flow across the density inversion. Grouping terms differently gives
The first term in the expression is the hydrodynamic RTI growth rate. The term in parentheses can be viewed as a balance between the magnetic tension force across the density inversion boundary and the shear flow, showing that shear flow works to decrease the tension across the boundary and hence increase the growth rate of the hybrid KH-RT instability. However the addition of shear flow does not modify the fact if any boundary perturbation has a wave vector component perpendicular to the magnetic field (i.e., k · B = 0), then that component will always be unstable. The implication is that in a real 3D physical system with a multitude of perturbations, some of which are bound to be perpendicular to the local magnetic field, a uniform magnetic field can never suppress the RTI (Stone and Gardiner 2007a) ; adding shear flow across the boundary only increases the instability of the system. Ruderman et al. (2014) show that a nonuniform vertically sheared magnetic field decreases the growth rate of the RTI relative to the uniform field case, but does not fully suppress it.
Using Eqns. 4 and 5 to calculate shear flow and magnetic field characteristics requires making assumptions about the prominence and bubble mass densities. Since prominence density measurements in the literature are sensitive to both the type of prominence and the location in the prominence where the spectroscopic measurements are taken, we avoid assigning a single number and instead assume a range of values based on the recent review of Labrosse et al. (2010) . Thus we take a prominence density ρ + = 10 −11 to 10 −9 kg m −3
(10 −14 -10 −12 g cm −3 ) and use bubble densities 1 ρ − in the range 10 −12 to 10 −11 kg m −3 . We also note that quiescent prominences, particularly the "hedgerow" variety like the one analyzed in Sec. 3, are generally thin, sheet-like structures. In this case, we can reasonably assume that the "plane" of the prominence is roughly in the plane of the sky and that the line-of-sight is perpendicular to the prominence plane. Thus there are no projection distortions and the value of λ that we measure in Sec. 3 is the wavelength of the wave vector in the plane of the prominence, i.e., the longitudinal component along the prominence plane λ l = 1.16 Mm, which implies |k l | = 5.42 × 10 −6 m −1 . Finally, we use an approximate value of V + ∼ 10 km s −1 from the NAVE flow tracking speeds in the shear flow zone, the mean phase speed value of v p = 22 km s −1 , and a solar gravity of 274 m s −2 .
For illustration, Fig. 4A plots the shear flow magnitude, ∆V against prominence density for a range of bubble densities that vary α − in Eqn. 4. As expected, as the prominence density approaches the bubble density value, the shear flow required to drive the observed phase speed of the perturbation also decreases. Taking a canonical prominence density value of 10 −10 kg m −3 , and a bubble density of 10 −11 kg m −3 , ∆V ∼ 130 km s −1 which implies a flow velocity in the bubble of V − = 120-140 km s −1 depending on whether it is antiparallel or parallel to V + . Taking the average value and equating it to the Alfvén speed in the bubble, i.e. assuming that the flow in the bubble is driven primarily by Lorentz forces during the flux emergence process, the estimated magnetic field in the bubble is 5 × 10 −4 T (5 gauss).
Again using prominence and bubble density values of 10 −10 and 10 −11 kg m −3 , respec- -Velocity shear across the prominence bubble (A) and inferred magnetic flux density (B) as a function of prominence mass density from a magnetic KH-RT instability analysis using the values of V + , v p , and perturbation wavelength λ l measured in Sec. 3. In Panel A, the bubble density ranges from 10 −12 to 10 −11 kg m −3 . In Panel B, the bubble density is set to 10 −11 kg m −3 since for typical prominence densities in the range of 10 −10 to 10 −9 kg m −3 this gives flux densities consistent with current measurements. In Panel B, B l is the longitudinal magnetic field in the plane of the prominence, B t is the transverse field, and B tot is the total flux density of the field. tively, the Atwood number A = 0.82 and the static hydrodynamic RTI growth rate for a perturbation with k = k l is given by γ hydro = √ gk l A = 0.0349 s −1 . The shear flow term for this case has a magnitude of γ shear = 0.202 s −1 implying that the total expected growth rate for the non-magnetic case is γ 0 = 0.2055 s −1 . But the measured growth rate of 0.0052 s
is far less than this value, implying that the magnetic field is suppressing the growth rate significantly through tension applied along the direction of k l . To estimate the magnetic field strength, we can approximate a decomposition of the magnetic field term in Eqn. 5 into longitudinal and transverse components that are in, and perpendicular to, the prominence plane, respectively. For the transverse component, we assume a perturbation wavevector k t that propagates perpendicular to the prominence sheet:
whereρ is the average of the upper and lower density values and we have approximated k l k t for this system. Taking the derivative of this expression with respect to k l and equating the result to zero gives the expression for the most unstable longitudinal mode, which we assume is the perturbation measured in Sec. 3. This gives
Finally, to determine the value of B t we use the measured growth rate of the longitudinal perturbation, γ OBS = 0.0052 s −1 , and rearrange Eqn. 6 to get
Assuming that k t is determined by the length scale of a hemispherical bubble, i.e., λ t ∼ 10 Mm, k t ∼ 2 × 10 −7 m −1 , Fig. 4B plots the range of magnetic flux density as a function of prominence density for a constant bubble density of 10 −11 kg m −3 . For the canonical prominence density of 10 −10 kg m −3 this results in longitudinal and transverse flux density values of B l = 3.2 × 10 −4 T (3.2 gauss) and B t = 1.0 × 10 −3 T (10 gauss). The total flux density across the prominence is approximately equal to B t in this case, or about 10 gauss, in general agreement with the value derived from the shear flow analysis above. The angle of the field with respect to the prominence normal is arctan(3.2/10) ∼ 18
• , implying that the field is nearly perpendicular to the prominence plane. We note that using a prominence density of 10 −9 kg m −3 , two orders of magnitude above the bubble density, implies total flux density values of 40-50 gauss but with the field vector more aligned with the prominence axis. This range of flux density values and angles is within the range of measured vector magnetic fields in prominences (see, e.g., Orozco Suarez et al. 2014 ). More to the point, this analysis shows that interpreting the perturbation and instability measured in Sec. 3 as a hybrid KH-RT instability results in inferred values for the magnetic field that are consistent with generally accepted properties of quiescent polar crown prominences.
Summary and Conclusions
The analyses of the previous sections have established the following:
1. Prominence bubbles can experience steady growth before instability onset, with characteristics rise speeds of a few km s −1 . Instability onset increases these speeds up to characteristic values on the order of 10 km s −1 .
2. Bubble boundary layer brightness varies gradually as a function of time. Characteristic thickness of the brightest plasma in the layer varies between 0.25 and 0.5 Mm and is correlated with the gradual buildup of plasma flowing down from the prominence above. We see no evidence of localized impulsive brightening events on bubble boundaries.
3. "Drainage downflows" can generate from thickened bubble boundaries and achieve characteristic speeds of 25-50 km s −1 . These flows can follow apparently arched trajectories around the bubble, i.e., they do not necessarily fall vertically from the boundary.
4. Downflows of prominence plasma onto the boundary layer can be redirected laterally to flow along the boundary. These flows, and presumably flows interior to the bubble, can establish strong shear flows across the boundary that lead to characteristic KH vortex formation. The measured phase velocity of the bubble analyzed in Sec. 3 implies a shear flow magnitude on the order of 100 km s −1 across the bubble boundary.
5. Bubble boundary shear flows can result in the sudden destabilization of the bubble as seen in Sec. 2, or in the development of regular structures resembling KH flows that couple with the RTI to modify the scale of the plume upflows, as seen in Sec. 3.
6. Coupled KH-RT instability analysis of the 08-August-2007 prominence bubble event assuming typical density values implies a strongly sheared prominence magnetic field on the order of 10 −3 T (10 gauss) at an angle of about 70
• to the prominence plane. The sheared magnetic field compensates for the strong velocity shear across the bubble boundary layer to significantly suppress the growth rate of the RTI in this prominence.
Items 1-3 are consistent with the hypothesis that prominence bubbles are formed by an emerging magnetic flux complex below a pre-existing prominence. The thermodynamic and magnetic pressure within the emerging flux complex lead to buoyancy forces that cause the complex to expand and slowly rise into the overlying chromosphere and prominence until magnetic and thermodynamic pressures are in equilibrium with the surroundings. The ubiquitous quiescent prominence downflows accumulate in a boundary layer that appears as an enhanced brightness layer in both the Ca II and Hα bandpasses. Boundary layer brightness and thickness increase gradually on time scales of minutes in wide regions that are correlated with downflows of prominence plasma. When the built-up boundary layer is no longer gravitationally stable, downflows initiate that drain the layer and decrease its thickness and brightness.
The observations analyzed here do not seem to support a magnetic reconnection mechanism for boundary brightening or downflow initiation since we find no evidence for smallscale, impulsive (i.e. on time scales of the Alfvén transit time across the layer which, for a thickness on the order of 0.5 Mm and v A = 30 km s −1 is approximately 15 s), bright spot formation in the movies of these events. In addition, reconnection would be expected to produce bi-directional flows from the reconnection site. Although we find no evidence of coincidence between drainage downflows and impulsive upflows that might indicate bi-directional reconnection outflows from the boundary layer, reconnection outflows may be difficult to detect and cannot necessarily be ruled out by these results. However, the observed downflows are complex in structure and orientation and appear to have velocity components out of the plane of the sky, i.e. the flows seem more consistent with plasma falling under the influence of gravity around a hemispherical magnetic domain than with reconnection outflows.
Items 4-6 establish that prominence bubbles offer a rich environment for studies of MHD flow instabilities in the solar atmosphere. The analyses above show that in addition to the large-scale bubble inflation and RTI plume dynamics, small-scale shear flows on the bubble boundary offer yet another avenue for detailed study of magnetic plasma instabilities. We conclude that solar quiescent prominence bubble boundary dynamics are fully consistent with the characteristics predicted by theoretical and numerical studies of the coupled KelvinHelmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. For the case analyzed in Sec. 3, a magnetic field of approximately 10 gauss at an angle of about 70
• to the prominence sheet is enough to suppress the instability growth rate to about 15% of the hydrodynamic (B = 0) value. We note that by the time the perturbation on the boundary is visible in the SOT data, it is already nearing the non-linear evolution phase and the structures we observe as "bumps" are likely well-developed vortex flows moving at the observed phase speed along the boundary. This argues for a higher resolution solar optical telescope that can directly observe the earlier linear stages of these MHD instabilities.
In summary, we have analyzed the first observations, to our knowledge, of the coupled KH-RT instability in an astrophysical system. Additional analyses of prominence bubble instabilities using both SOT data and new observations from the NASA Interface Region Imaging Spectrometer mission (IRIS, De Pontieu et al. 2014 ) are ongoing. The addition of the IRIS spectral observations will enable doppler velocity measurements to remove the ambiguities surrounding the directions of the downflows, plumes, and boundary shear flows relative to the line-of-sight. The addition of shear flows to existing ideal and partially ionized MHD models of prominence bubbles could yield new insights into the reduced growth rates that we measure compared to the standard RTI analyses completed to date. Understanding the detailed flow dynamics of phenomena such as the coupled Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities will aid our understanding of energy transfer and flow dynamics in other solar phenomena such as magnetic eruptions (e.g., Foullon et al. 2011; Ofman and Thompson 2011; Möstl et al. 2013) , and could lead to insights into prominence eruptions as well.
Determination of whether prominence bubbles are complex, 3D, dome-like structures created by emerging flux heated to coronal temperatures, or simply arches formed by "parasitic bipole" perturbations to the existing prominence field structure will require highresolution optical and EUV observations of bubble events in filaments on the disk. These events would presumably be visible as rapid disruptions of the filament structure as the instability upflows passed through. Along with simultaneous magnetogram measurements to determine the type and location of flux emergence that accompanies these events, DEM analysis of the plasma associated with the flux emergence, free from any foreground or background confusion, would determine whether there was a thermal component helping to drive an RTI instability.
Finally, we note that analyses of prominence dynamics such as those performed here were impossible before the flight of the Hinode satellite. Hinode/SOT has demonstrated the discovery potential of a medium resolution solar optical telescope in orbit by enabling uninterrupted diffraction-limited prominence observations with durations measured in hours. In contrast, diffraction-limited observations of prominences from ground-based telescopes have typical durations measured in minutes due to the challenges of atmospheric seeing. It is perhaps not surprising that in the 75 years of prominence literature prior to the Hinode mission there were only two published observations of prominence bubble events (Stellmacher and Wiehr 1973; de Toma et al. 2008) with analyses that were severely limited by low spatial and temporal resolution. While the SOT data enable the detailed analyses above, further improvements in spatial and temporal resolution are required in order to study the smallscale details of prominence plasma instability onset as well as the details of the flows in the non-linear stage. With the upcoming implementation of advanced adaptive optics on the ground-based 4-meter Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST), it will be interesting to see if ground-based prominence observations can achieve long enough durations to enable these analyses. Even if successful, ground-based telescopes will always be limited by daylight time and weather and will never surpass orbital platforms in terms of continuous targeting and duration of diffraction-limited observations. Given the recent failure of the SOT filtergram camera, it is imperative that we begin planning for an innovative space-based optical solar telescope that can follow on the SOT discoveries by delivering high-resolution Hanle and Zeeman effect magnetic field measurements in prominences over the hours-long evolutionary periods of these enigmatic solar structures.
Appendix: Derivation of Eqn. 2, the KHRT Instability Growth Rate
Assuming two volumes of constant density, with the larger density above the smaller, in a plane-parallel atmosphere with a magnetic field that is purely horizontal, the initial conditions for the magnetic Kelvin-Helmholtz-Rayleigh-Taylor instability are given by:
V y0 = V y + if z > 0;
V y − if z < 0 (10)
V z0 = 0 (12) P = P 0 − gρ 0 z (13)
B y0 = B y (15)
The linearized MHD equations in uniform gravity are:
∂ ∂t
where v, b, p and ρ are the perturbed quantities from the initial equilibrium, i.e., V = V 0 + v, ρ = ρ 0 + ρ , etc., with v << V 0 , ρ << ρ 0 , etc. Using a normal mode decomposition in the horizontal plane we look at perturbations to this system of the form f (x, y, z, t) = f (z)exp(ik x x + ik y y − iωt). By manipulating these equations to get a single ODE in terms of v z , where a consequence of this is that we find ik y v x − ik x v y = ik y b x − ik x b y = 0, we ultimately get:
where Ω = k · V 0 − ω and d z is the z derivative. For z = 0 the solution ofṽ(z) isṽ(z) = exp(−k|z|) (as this guarantees thatṽ(z) = 0 at z = ±∞).
Integrating Equation (21) across the contact discontinuity leads to:
Then on expanding and simplifying, the solution for ω is:
where α +/− = ρ +/− /(ρ + + ρ − ) and the Atwood number A = α + − α − . This is the same as Eqn. 2 in Sec. 4.
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